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Rationale for the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education': 

The world has faced an unprecedented grim situation (COVID-19) starting from the end of 2019, continuing 
in 2020, that has played havoc and has left bitter marks which will be etched on the memory of mankind for 
centuries to come. 

The repercussions of this pandemic have been felt in all disciplines of life including economy, education, 
habits, cultural norms, health care services, etc. so severely that the world finds itself helpless. Institutes 
imparting education had to modify and adapt their educational services strategies to cope with the new 
challenges after the closure of these institutes for about 6 months in Pakistan. Under the directions of the 
Government of Punjab, the Curriculum & Textbook Board of the province decided to initiate an 'Accelerated 
Learning Program' to speed up the teaching and learning activities and to make up for the time lapse the 
education field has had to face due to (COVID-19).

Journey from ALP to the need-based and time-bound COVID -19 Accelerated Response for Education:   
The first step in responding to the challenge of school closure due to COVID 19 was to devise an Accelerated 
Learning Programme for grades 1 to 8. It was deemed important to select three major subjects of study vis a 
vis English, Mathematics and Science and address all major and important skills and concepts within these 
areas of study in the most effective manner. Subsequently, it was the Herculean task to squeeze a nine-month 
syllabus of study into a five-month period, keeping in view skills development, conceptual understanding, 
horizontal and vertical alignment of the Student Learning Outcomes and a gradual but logical progression of 
concepts for all grade levels. 

Lesson Plans as a manifestation of the Accelerated Learning Programme: 
In the next step, SLOs were aligned with the material and exercises of the textbooks which ultimately 
culminated into the development of Lesson Plans. These lesson plans will be shared with you on a rolling 
basis. It is expected that these plans will act as a ready resource for teachers to achieve learning outcomes in 
an efficient and effective way. Along with the Lesson Plans, it was decided to develop age-appropriate and 
engaging worksheets that would benefit students and act as a reservoir for reinforcement of skills and 
concepts taught in class. Therefore, subject experts were engaged to undertake the daunting task of 
reshaping and reconfiguring the syllabuses for Mathematics, Science and English. 

It has been ensured that the lesson plans are aligned with the level of students and the demand of the 
Student Learning Outcome. The focus, during this entire exercise, has also been to oversee that classroom 
instruction is aligned with the goals and objectives of curriculum. Every effort has been made to help foster 
positive attitudes among students towards learning. Yet another purpose of this exercise is to help teachers 
create a healthy learning environment in classrooms that is lacking due to the pandemic. 

It is a known fact that proper and well thought out lesson planning serves as a checklist that guides teachers 
to be systematic in the effective delivery of their lessons. Equipping teachers with a systematic, cohesive and 
an organized breakdown of the syllabus and providing them with well-planned lessons is in a bid to help them 
be prepared to take on any unforeseen challenges during the process of teaching and learning. 
Notwithstanding, lesson plans serve as historical documents of teaching practices whereby teachers have a 
point of reference to look back, reorganize and update their lesson for future usage.

Moreover, well thought out lesson plans help teachers to address challenges during lessons and employ 
pedagogies that enhance and consolidate learning. Not only this, but a good lesson plan minimizes the 
negative effects of learning on students, in case of teacher absence, as a cover teacher can deliver the 
lesson using the guidelines elaborated upon in the plan. Just like every good game needs a plan to win, 
similarly, every teacher needs a good plan to achieve lesson objectives. Last but not the least lesson 
planning prevents the over-reliance on textbooks, as direct and the only material for teaching.
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The newly developed lesson plans are a highly effective, contextualised and easy to use resource that will 
serve as a practical tool for public sector teachers. It is hoped that teachers find the lesson plans highly useful,
productive and that they are able to experience visible outcome-oriented learning that is concrete and 
enduring. Also, these plans are based on collaborative, interactive, and inquiry-based methodologies and 
approaches to make the classroom learning more effective, vibrant and engaging.  Based on low cost, no cost 
material, these lesson plans can be applied with little effort and gain a lot of benefit for both teachers and 
students in terms of learning and conceptual understanding.
 
The primary focus of the 'COVID-19 Accelerated Response for Education' has not only been on developing 
lesson plans that address Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover concepts, 
it has been ensured that plans are sequentially sub-divided in three major domains: 

Ÿ Teaching 
Ÿ Assessment 
Ÿ Reinforcement 

Ÿ To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both teachers and learners get 
the most out of the plans, it is suggested that time to each domain is allocated in the following percentage 
while delivering them: 
Ÿ Teaching 75%
Ÿ Assessment 15%
Ÿ Reinforcement 10%

An emphasis on bolstering concepts and skills through Worksheets: 
Further to the above, worksheets have also been prepared to supplement and complement all SLOs 
mentioned in the textbook. Like the lesson plans, the worksheets will also be shared with you on a rolling 
basis. Each worksheet provides practice and strengthens conceptual clarity. Moreover, these worksheets are 
aimed at keeping the students engaged in positive and productive activities while at home. 

Gaining the most out of the Worksheets:
As mentioned above, the purpose of the worksheets is to consolidate and clarify concepts, but they can also 
be used as: 

Ÿ Assessment for learning
Ÿ Additional resource to be used in class 
Ÿ Sample activities for teachers to replicate and devise their own worksheets on similar line.

Tips for Teachers:
To optimize these developed lesson plans, it is advisable for teachers to:

Ø go through and comprehend the relevant lesson plan well (Read and understand the text at least 
twice)

Ø keep the relevant textbook with you when going through the plan
Ø read and comprehend the relevant chapter 
Ø make notes if required
Ø ensure the availability of mentioned resources
Ø highlight the SLO's, progression of activities, stages, transitions, and key points
Ø visualize your actual classroom, space, seating plan and challenges
Ø foresee the organization of group, pair or individual work
Ø play the role of facilitator, leader and manager
Ø try your best to execute the lesson plan in its true spirit
Ø ensure proper time management
Ø adapt activity, if it is unavoidable
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Ø Use teacher's discretion in implementation of the lesson i.e  if you feel that a concept needs more 
   time, you may extend the lesson to the next period

Ø Wrap up the lesson with good spirit leaving a positive message.

Components of Lesson Plans:
Common elements in plans for lessons or units of study are a title/topic/problem, identification of Student 
Learning Outcomes (SLOs), a sequence of learning activities including introductory, developmental and 
concluding activities, a list of materials to be used and assessment strategies.

Choosing the Topic:. You can choose a topic from the textbook, a skill such as information gathering, a value 
such as peace, a current affair topic or an area of special concern such as the environment.

Identifying Student learning Outcomes (SLOs) from the Curriculum. The national curriculum has identified 
the Student Learning Outcomes to be achieved for each topic (if you do not have access to the National 
Curriculum document for the subject you are teaching you could develop SLOs yourself). Identifying the 
Student Learning Outcomes helps you to clarify the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values to be developed. 
Choose only one to three SLOs to develop your lesson (many more for a unit plan).

Development: Learning Activities:
Introductory Activities:
Introductory activities are designed to introduce the topic, a sub-topic or to establish connection with the 
previous lesson. They are designed to build readiness, create interest, raise questions and explore what 
children already know about the topic, recall relevant information, motivate students and focus their 
attention on the topic/theme/problem to be studied. Introductory activities can include and arrangement of 
pictures and other times that stimulate interest and questions. It may be based on the teacher posing 
questions, stating a problem or a dilemma, reading a poem or story, or inviting a guest speaker.

Developmental Activities:
Developmental activities should grow out of the introductory activities. There should be smooth transitions 
between the activities to provide a smooth learning sequence. These activities are designed to realize the 
Student Learning Outcomes. They introduce new concepts, skills and values or build on past learning and 
should be linked with each other. They should flow from data gathering or intake activities to data organizing 
activities, to demonstrative or applicative activities, and move on to creative and expressive activities. Data 
gathering or intake activities provide the needed input to handle questions and hypotheses. Organizing 
activities helps structure and summarize information. Applicative or demonstrative activities extend 
learning and develop the ability to use concepts and skills. Creative and expressive activities enrich learning 
and develop the ability to improvise and apply learning in original ways.

Concluding Activities:

Concluding activities are activities that serve to consolidate, summarize, or facilitate students' application of 
knowledge and skills to a new situation. They are generally related to the main idea of the lesson.

Material Resources:

A key part of planning is to ensure the resources required to impart the lesson effectively. Resources are 
planned, identified, developed, or adapted for both teachers and students

Assessment of Learning: Assessment strategies tell us how well or to what extent the student learning 
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment of learning is important in all phases of the lesson/unit from 
introduction to conclusion. A variety of tools can be used to assess the realization of the chosen Learning 
Outcomes. Some of these will be prepared as part of the learning activities, for example, the drawing and 
labelling of a map, the checklist for evaluating a discussion, the final written report. Other tools such as tests 
can be prepared ahead of time as well.
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Assessment/Evaluation:

This section focuses on ensuring that your students have arrived at their intended destination. Teachers need 
to gather some evidence that they did.

A teacher, at this stage, should ask herself/himself: 

Ÿ 'How will I evaluate Student Learning Outcomes that were identified?'
Ÿ 'What mode of assessment will give me the most accurate and clear picture of my students' learning 

and progress?
Ÿ 'What gaps have I identified in learning that need to be rethought, and reassessed?'
Ÿ 'How can I make my assessment of students reliable and valid?'
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LESSON 1

111
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Numbers

· The value of a digit depends on its place or 
position in the number.

· Each place has a value of 10 times the place to 
its right.

· A number in standard form is separated into 
groups of three digits using commas.

· Each of these groups is called a period. 

· 1000 ones = 1000, 1000 thousands = 1 Million

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable.

40 Minutes/Periods 1Numbers and 
Number Operations

· Identify place values up to one hundred 
million

Material / Resources 

board, chalk/marker, Empty boxes of 3 different 
sizes.

Ask students to make the following numbers 
according to place value:

Introduction

]Â‚]�

1



Development

 Draw the following place value chart on the 
board/ or on the chart and display in class.

· Talk about place value for a while and 
then filled the chart in together, from 
ones to hundred millions.

· Now ask students that can we relate 
these place values to our common 
experiences?

1Activity 1

· A 7-digit telephone number has a '5' in the 
middle place.  What is the place value of 5? 

· I am a number which has two fours and is less 
than 100.  What might I be? 

· Three thousands were added to a number 
between 30,000and 40,000.  What could the 
number have been and what was the result? 

· When asked to write four hundred and six, 
one student wrote 4006.  Is this correct?  If 
not, why is it wrong? What is the right 
answer? 

· What is the biggest number that you can 
make using the digits 6, 2, 5, 8 and 3?  What is 
the smallest number that you can make using 
the same digits?   [The answer of this 
question will help you know their prior 
knowledge of place values.]

· Announce that today we will explore few 
more place values and reach upto Million.

Hundred
Million

Ten
Million

One
Million

Hundred
thousand

Ten
thousand

One
Thousand

Hundred OnesTens

Î� Šk� � ÎDÙZg ŠkDÙZg DÙZg %{ Š;ð Z»ð
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· Ask them to give examples of things 
they can count in ones, tens and hundreds 
easily [ pencils, students of the class, birds 
on a tree etc]

· Now ask them to give example of 
million. [ population of Lahore]

· Ask them about 100 million. [ stars in 
the sky]

· After it become clear that they have 
learnt the place value and the related 
things. Tell that now they have to take 
care of only one thing that the place 
value in a number increases from right 
to left with the multiples of 10, and in 
this manner they can make a number of 
as many places as they want.

· Write few large numbers, i.e  65308, 
45001, 343218976 , 56409234, etc. on 
the board

· Ask students to tell the total number of 
places in each value.

· Select any digit from each number given 
(or encircle the digit) and ask students 
to identify its place.

· Ask students to draw their own place 
value chart and colour each section 
within one shade. For example, ones to 
hundred, one thousand to 100 
thousand, one million to 100 million.

· Write different digits at different place 
values and let students read it.

· This practice may continue for 10 to 15 
minutes

Hundred
Million

Ten
Million

One
Million

Hundred
thousand

Ten
thousand

One
Thousand

Hundred Ones

100,000,000 10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 1

Tens

10

Î� Šk� � ÎDÙZg ŠkDÙZg DÙZg %{ Š;ð Z»ð
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· Divide class in three groups.

· Make a place value chart on the board. 

· Call three students from a group. Ask 
them to think of 3 digits. [i,e 3,6,2]

· Ask them to enter these digits in the 
place value table such that no two digits 
are lying in the consecutive columns.

· Ask them to read the place values of any 
one of the digits. [Read the place values 
of digit '3']

· Repeat this activity with the remaining 
groups.

· Each correct reading will gain 1 point to 
the group. 

· The group with the maximum points will 
win the game.

Activity 2 2

· Each number is comprises of digits and each 

digit has a distinct place value in a certain 

number.

· Place value defines how large or small is the 

value of certain digit in a number.

· Place value increases with the multiple of 10, 

from right to left.

Sum up / Conclusion

Assessment

· Give following questions to assess student's 

understanding.

· Tell the place value of each underlined digit.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Follow up 

 Give following number puzzle to make;

1. Ali wrote a 9-digit number.  The digit at 100 
million places is “1”.The digit in the ten 
millions place is 5 more than the digit in the 
ten thousand places.  The digit in the tens 
place is three more than the digit in the 
hundreds place. The digit in the hundreds 
place is 2 less than the digit in the thousands 
place. Remaining places are occupied by 
0.What is the 9-digit number? 

1.  35732 170

2. 45208917

3. 89757030

4. 148003216

5. 148003216

1

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Material / Resources 

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

· Consult place value chart for writing numbers.

· In order to read/ write numbers we need to 
follow a few simple rules.

o Place commas after every three digits 
from right to left.

o If a column has a 0 in it, you don't need to 
say anything for that column.

o All two-digit numbers higher than 20 have 
a hyphen in-between them (unless they 
end with a 0).i,e twenty-three, fifty-five 
etc.

· Read numbers up to one hundred million.

· write numbers up to one hundred 
million.

board, chalk/marker

Introduction

· Elicit previous knowledge with following 

examples, solve these on the board with the 

help of the students.

111
UNIT

Numbers

40 Minutes/Periods 1
Numbers and 

Number Operations

Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics) Lesson Plans: Grade 4

LESSON 2
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o Eighty-five thousand, six hundred seventy-

eight=_____________

o 5 ten thousands 1 hundred 2 tens 6 

ones=__________________

o Write 234,65 in words=_____________

o two thousand, nine = ______________

o 7 thousands,  4 hundreds, 6 tens, 1 one= 

_______________________

o 600,000 + 10,000 + 9,000 + 100 + 4= 

__________________

o 2  ten thousand 6thousands 6 hundreds 5 

tens 1 one= _______________________

· After solving these examples announce that 

today we will learn how to read and write  

large numbers up to 8-digits.

Development

Activity 1 1

· Divide the class into groups of four or 
five.

· Ask them to make a place value chart for 
their group.

·  Give them flash cards with 0-9 written 
on them.

· Before play begins, instruct the students 
to shuffle their ten cards and stack them 
face down below the place value chart. 
Play the following games:

BIG SIX:  Tell students they have to make a 
6-digit number. As teacher says “flip”,  
remove the top card from stack and place it 
in one of the columns to build a six digit 
number.  A card cannot be moved after it is 
placed.  After all the six cards are placed up 
by each group, the group leader will read 

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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aloud the number by each group and 
determine who has the highest number.  
Winner gains a point. 

LITTLE FOUR: 

Students play as above, but the goal is the 
smallest number.  Remind students that the 
zero can be placed in any place value 
position. 

GREAT NUMBER: 

Play as in BIG SIX but try nine-digit numbers.  

Challenge:

 In order for students to claim the largest 
number, they must read it aloud correctly. 

TARGET  NUMBER

Announce a target number such as 
650,143,987.  Play as above.  Students try 
to form a number as close to the target 
number as possible. 

Activity 2 2

· Divide students in groups of 4 or 5

· Ask students to make a place value chart 
like following in their notebooks.

Hundred Ten One Hundred One 
Hundred

Ten
Ten OnesThousandThousandThousandMillionMillionMillion

Î Šk ZqDÙZg Î DÙZg Šk DÙZg Zq� Zq� Šk�Î

· Now  write a number 23580 in the chart 
and ask students to write the words for 
the number given. It will be filled like 
following;

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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2 3 5 8 0

Three
thousand

Twenty
thousand

Five
thousand

Eight
Tens

· Ask students to read the number loudly 
and write in their notebooks. [Twenty-
three thousand, five hundred and 
eighty] [ 3 thousand + 20 thousand = 23 
thousand]

· Give  more example so that students can 
understand better. [ cam\n make up to 
9-digits]

1 8 5 652

9205063

· Will be read and written as;

o Two hundred and f i f ty -one 
thousand, eight hundred and fifty-
six.

o Three million, six hundred and five 
thousand and twenty-nine.

· Students will remain in the same groups. 
Assign questions from textbook 
exercise.

· Observe their work and guide them if 
needed.

Hundred One Hundred One 
Hundred

Ten
Ten OnesThousandThousandThousandMillion

Ten
MillionMillion

Î Šk ZqDÙZg Î DÙZg Šk DÙZg Zq� Zq� Šk�Î

Zero Unit

Hundred One Hundred One 
Hundred

Ten
Ten OnesThousandThousandThousandMillion

Ten
MillionMillion

Î Šk ZqDÙZg Î DÙZg Šk DÙZg Zq� Zq� Šk�Î
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= 80,043,192 (a___________________________________________

= 70,073,014 (b

= 3,870,000  (c

= 9,546,729  (d

= 6,547,101  (e

= 44,885,725 (f

= 12,120,302 (g

=561,030,640 (h

, ,=71 664 805 (i

=3,539,955 (j

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Sum up / Conclusion

· Conclude lesson by giving two examples of 
reading and writing numbers up to 8-digits.

Assessment

· Write 5 numbers up to 8-digits on the board 

and ask following questions about each 

number.

a)  how many 1s ?  b)  how many 10s ?

c)   how many 100s ? d)  how many 1 000s ?   

e)  1 000 more  f)  300 less

g)   10,000 more  h)  2,000 less   

Follow up 

· Give following worksheet to complete.

· Write the following numbers in words.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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LESSON 3

Material / Resources 

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

· Comparison of the numbers is to decide 
which number is; bigger, smaller  or equal to 
the other.

· Consult place value digits for comparing 
numbers.

· Ascending order is from least  to greatest.

· Descending order is from greatest to least.

· Compare and order numbers up to 8 digits.

Empty boxes of 3 different sizes, board, 
chalk/marker

Introduction

· Write 100, 100 thousand and 100 million on 
the boxes, according to their size.

· Put the boxes in front of the class and ask 
which box is the biggest, bigger and small 
and arrange the boxes from larger to 
smaller.

111
UNIT

Numbers

40 Minutes/Periods 1

Numbers and 
Number Operations

]Â‚]�
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Development

Activity 1 1

· Show boxes with pasted numbers from 
the previous activity

· Ask students to read the numbers 
loudly.

· Call any three students and give one 
box to each.

· Ask remaining class to tell who is the 
richest? [consider how they read the 
numbers]

· Tell them that it is confusing so we 
develop simple short method to 
compare;

o Count the number of digits , the 
number with more digits is larger.

o If the number of digits are equal then 
check numbers from left to right for 
each place, where the large digit 
comes, stop, and that is the lager 
number.

· Now  paste sticker of following numbers on 
the boxes; 24578903,24574320,24579804 
and ask students if they can arrange the 
boxes in order ?

· Listen to their responses and tell them that 
we consider value of digits of a number to 
compare.

· Tell them that today we will learn how to 
compare and order large numbers up to 8-
digits.

   

24578903 24574320 24579804

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Sum up / Conclusion

· Remind them rules that the number with 

the most places is the greatest but it is a 

little harder to order numbers with the 

same number of places.

· Tell the students that to order numbers 

like this, check digits at each place from 

left to right , where the larger digit 

comes, that makes the larger number.

· Write  these numbers on the board in 

ascending and descending order.

· Write  examples of numbers up to 8-

digits, and arrange with the help of the 

students. 

· Let the students deduce that the process 

does not change with big numbers.

· Refer students to Textbook question to 

do in their notebooks as pair work.

· Observe their work and correct them if 

they make any mistake.

· Conclude lesson with the following points.

· The greater the number of digits, the greater 
is the number.

· If two numbers have the equal number of 
digits, the number with the greater digit on 
the  most left of the number is greater.

· If the leftmost digits are the same we 
compare the next digit to the right and keep 
doing this until the digits are different. 

· Ordering numbers from least to greatest is 
ascending order

· Ordering numbers from greatest to least is 
descending order

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Assessment

1.Compare these numbers putting the correct 
sign(<,>) between the two numbers. 

a) 9748 _____ 8999 

b) 398,456 _____ 398,657 

c) 77,325,642 _____ 77,325,642 

2. Order these numbers in ascending order. 

8946;  30,259; 9,456,701; 66,897 

3.Order these numbers in descending order. 

648,879; 5,894,711; 359,871; 6,818,798 

Follow up 

Ask students to explore the situations where 
comparison of numbers is used and tell which 
operation is used to get the results.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Activity 1 1

· Tell students that to order numbers is 
to organize them. This can be from 
least to greatest. It can also be greatest 
to least.

· Ask students what these order are 
called?[ Ascending and descending 
order]

· Ask students can you arrange, 5577, 
987, 76543 and 13789  in ascending 
order?

· Explain further with the help of the 

following examples

§ The first number is 7-digits number, 

while second number is 6-digits 

§ The first digit is bigger in the first number 

 

§ The first digit is the same but the next 

digit is bigger in first number 

§ The first three digits are the same but 

fourth is greater in first number

· Let the students conclude that we have 

to look at the number of digits in a 

number and then the digits of the 

number to compare two values. The 

bigger the digit at certain place the larger 

is the number.

· Ask volunteer students to come on the 

board and give examples.

2,183,715 > 406,629

6,981,003 > 3,871,150

6,825,021 > 6,520,512

756,983,70 > 756,683,70

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Material / Resources 

222
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Addition

· Addition process remains same from smaller 

to larger numbers.

· Place numbers in vertical way and align 

numbers, like, ones under ones and so on.

· Real life situation/word problems have key 

words which convert the statement into 

Maths, i.e add, altogether, total, sum, etc.

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 

textbook at all steps where and when 

applicable

80 Minutes/Periods 2

· Add numbers up to six digits.
· Solve real life problems involving addition 

of numbers up to 6 digits.

qÛÄ

board, chalk/marker, duster e7

Numbers and
Number Operations

LESSON 1

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Development

Activity 1 1

· Ask each student to think of number of 
animals on earth and write in the 
notebook.

· Now ask them to think of number of 
humans on earth and write in their 
notebooks.

· Now ask them to find the total number 
of humans and animals based on the 
numbers they have thought.

· Allocate time(5 minutes)

·  Now divide the class into groups of four 
and let them share their numbers and 
answers.

· Ask them to find which group has six 
digits in their numbers to be added for 
example if population of animals was 
taken up as 598,648.

Introduction

· Write a 4- digit addition sum for example 
4753+3989 and ask students to solve in their 
notebooks.

· Encourage them to respond quickly.

· Now write a 5- digit addition sum for example 
38049+10675 and ask to solve.

· Invite students with correct answer to come 
on the board and explain.

· Ask others to challenge if they want. 
Announce that today we will explore more 
about 6-digit addition and application of 
addition in real life situations.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Activity 2 2

· Write a simple statement on the board; 

“A book has two volumes. The first 

volume has 348 pages and the second 

volume has 546 pages. How many pages 

does the book have altogether?

· Ask students to read the problem and 

explain statement in their own words.

· Take responses of 4 or 5 students.

· Solve the question on the board by 

showing all steps.

· Solve more word problems on the board 

by involving students.

· Now write an addition sum (up to 6-

digits) and ask students to make a 

statement based on the numbers. e.g 

(93,250 + 104,302).” The wheat 

production of a village last year was 

93,250kg. This year the production rose 

up to 104,302kg. What is the total 

production of two years?”.

· Call one student from that group and ask 
him to write the number on the board.

· Write another 6-digit number on the 
board and add both the numbers with 
the help of the student.

· Solve few more examples on the board 
by involving students.

· Assign question from the textbook as 
individual work.

· Ask students to swap their notebooks 
for the peer checking.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Sum up / Conclusion

· Encourage students to make statements 
by changing the numbers.

· Ask students to solve the questions, they 
have made, on the board.

·  After solving questions on the board, 
divide students in groups.

· Allocate 20 min and give selected 
questions from the text book( word 
problems for addition)

· Call volunteers from each group to show 
working of the questions they were 
assigned, on the board.

· Correct them if there are any mistakes.

Conclude lesson with the following points.

· Algorithm of addition is same for 2-digits to 
any larger number, even for 6 digit numbers

· Ask students: “where can you find the use of 
addition of large numbers in daily life?” 
[collections of items , buying and selling, etc]

Assessment

Give following questions as individual work to 
assess students understanding.

84,437
+ 91,527

603,532
641,047

67,635
+ 64,294

149,840
+ 319,097

338,318
+ 807,381+

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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· In a public library there are 257,499Eenglish 
books, 57200 Urdu books, and 7,501 books in 
other languages. What is the total number of 
books in the library?

Follow up 

Ask students to make two examples of addition of 
six digit numbers in word statements.

· 465,678 candidates are appearing for their 
secondary school examination in Lahore,  
while in Karachi has347,650 candidates 
appeared. What is the total number of 
candidates from both cities?

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Material / Resources 

222
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Subtraction

· Decide which number is larger. Subtract 
smaller number from larger number.

· Place numbers in vertical way and align 
numbers (like ones under ones and so on).

· Real life situation/word problems have key 
words which convert the statement into 
maths, i.e Subtract, minus, take away, less, 
remove.etc.

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Numbers and

Number Operations

· Subtract numbers up to six digits
· Solve real l i fe problems involving 

subtraction of numbers up to 6 digits.

Small cards with numbers 0-9, board, 

chalk/marker

iË†mÐ
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Development

Activity 1 1

· Ask the students to help you write 6 

place values i.e. Hth, TTh, Th, H, T, O

· Ask students to count the place values. 

· Now put any digit under each of 6 place 

values with the help of students. (for 

example 348927)

· Ask them to read the number in words.

· Now write another 6 digit number for 

example 200399.

· Ask which the larger number is.

· Find the difference between the 

numbers you have written.

Introduction

· Divide class in pairs.

· Prepare enough cards so that each pair gets 4 
cards.

· Shuffle the cards and distribute in pairs. 

· Ask students to make two 4-digit numbers, 
with the different combinations of the given 
digit cards.

· Decide which number is larger.

· Subtract the smaller number from the larger.

· Call volunteer students to show their working 
on the board and explain the steps involved in 
the subtraction.

· Announce that today we will subtract the 
numbers upto 6-digits and will apply 
subtraction in daily life.

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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100Thousand

ÎDÙZg

3

2

10Thousand

ŠkDÙZg

4

0

Thousand

DÙZg

8

0

Hundred

%{

9

3

Tens

Š;ð

2

9

One

Z»ð

7

9

· Give students practice on the board with 
the help of the place value, by 
emphasizing that it is main rule for 
subtraction that places should aligned. 
i.e. ones under ones, tens under tens and 
so on.

· Write few subtraction questions with 
different number of digits in horizontal 
way.

· Ask students to come on the board and 
solve by writing values in vertical way.

· By doing so they will grasp the concept of 
writing numbers according to place 
value.

· Assign few questions from textbook 
exercise to do in their notebooks. 
(Individual work)

· Observe their work and correct if 
necessary.

Activity 1 1

· Remind students the steps to solve a 
word problem;

o Read the problem carefully. 

o Underline clue words. (Subtraction: 
difference, Subtract, minus, take away, 
less, remove, exceed) 

o What facts are to you given? 

o What do you need to find out?[ Decide 
what operation to use for solving]

o solve the question and write proper 
statements

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Sum up / Conclusion

· Subtraction procedure remains same even for 
large numbers.

· Arrange the numbers according to the place 
value in vertical way, to subtract.

· Word problems are part of real life.

K· Now write a word statement on the 
board.” Ali has Rs4623,he spent Rs602. 
How many rupees are left?”

o Ask students to tell you what is given, 
what is required, and how to get that 
answer?

o After discussing this word statement. 
Ask students to pair up and tell / write 
one   statement in which  subtraction 
is  involved.

o Students will share their statements 
with the whole class and will solve on 
the board.

· Now refer students in the same pairs to 
textbook questions to solve.

· Observe their work and guide them 
where they need.

Assessment

 Write following statements on the board and 
students will solve these individually.

· Seema has Rs 34,529. Sana has 300 less 
rupees than Seema .How many rupees does 
Sana have?

· A shopkeeper has 1800 bottles to sell. He sold 
745 last week and 675 this week.
How many more bottles does he need to sell?

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Follow up 

· Last year, egg production in Lahore was 
74,317 eggs. This year, those same farms 
produced 77,619 eggs. How many more eggs 
did the farms produce this year?

· There were 52,912 houses in two towns in 
2005. Now, there are 81,361 houses. How 
many houses did developers build during this 
time.?

· This year 128,875 students enrolled in primary 

school, whereas last year there were 105,997 

enrolled. How many more students enrolled 

this year? 

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Material / Resources 

333
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Multiplication

· Multiplier. The number by which we multiply 

· Multiplicand. The number which is to be 
multiplied.

· Product. The result of the multiplication

· Rules of multiplication remain same for larger 
number as well.

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Numbers and

Number Operations

· Multiply numbers up to five digits by 
numbers up to 3 digits.

· Solve real life problems involving 
multiplication.

sheets of paper. paper slips with questions. chart 
paper, board, chalk/marker

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable

326
x   34

1304
x 9780

11,084

1
1 2

4 x 326
3 x 326

add the partial products

Partial product
Partial product

bz~qÝ¢[

bz~qÝ¢[Å¦

bz~qÝ¢[

•†h
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Introduction

Ask the students following questions to elicit the 

multiplication facts.

Students may solve these questions individually 

or discuss these as whole class activity.

1. Multiply 5 X 82

2. Multiply 16 X 48

3. Multiply 12 X 185

4. Rashid wants to buy 3 pairs of pants at a cost 

of Rs540 . How much will he spend?

5. Amna buys 6 boxes of colored pencils at a cost 

of Rs25 per box. How much does she spend?

6. The rent of a motorcycle is Rs900 per week. 

How much do I pay to lease it for 12 weeks etc.

· After elicitation of previous knowledge tell 

students that today we will do multiplication 

of 5-digit numbers by numbers up to 3-digits. 

and explore the application of multiplication 

in real life situations

Development

Activity 1 1

· Divide students in groups of four or five. 

· Give each group a sheet of paper and ask 
them to write about the procedure 
(algorithm) of multiplication.

· Ask them to give one example as well.

· Paste those sheets on a chart paper. 

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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· Display chart and read what groups have 

written. Discuss their points and let 

students deduce that the procedure of 

multiplication remains same even for 

larger numbers.

o To multiply two large numbers, write the 

numbers vertically with the larger 

number being multiplied by the smaller 

number which is called the multiplier.

o We use the 'times table' to find the 

product of the larger number with each 

digit in the multiplier, adding the results.

o Remember to add a zero for every place 

value after the multiplying digit.  For 

example, if the multiplying digit is in the 

hundreds column, add two zeros for the 

tens column and for the units column.

· Students will remain in the same groups.

· Draw three columns on the board as 

shown below;

56783 3456 123

yÏbÌ¢! 3

Multiplier (3-digit) 

yÏµz[ 4

Multiplicand(4-digit) 

yÏµz[ 5

Multiplicand(5-digit)

· Ask them by choose one multiplier and 
one multiplicand from either column; 
solve as many questions as they can in 
15 minutes.

· The groups with the maximum correct 
questions will be winner.
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Activity 1 1

· Divide students in pairs and pose 
following statements (write on chart or 
on board)

A hospital ordered 57 boxes of injection 
needles. There were 1665 injection 
needles in each box. How many 
injection needles did the hospital order 
in all?

· Ask students to follow the rules of 
problem solving and answer the 
following; 

o What did you need to do? 

o What facts are to you given? 

o What are clue words?

o What do you need to find out the 
unknown?[ Decide what operation to 
use for solving]

o Can you solve the question and write 
proper statement?

· After discussing each point show all 
steps of solution on the board. 

· Solve 4 or 5 more examples on the 
board in the same manner.

· Refer students in the same pairs to the 
textbook exercise.

· They will solve questions in their 
notebooks.

· Observe their work and guide them 
where necessary.

„

Sum up / Conclusion

· Conclude the lesson by recapping the 
multiplication with one example,

Lesson Plans: Grade 4Teachers’ Guide (Mathematics)
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Follow up 

Sum up / Conclusion

· Tell the students that multiplication is used in 
almost every aspect of our daily lives. 

· Suppose you want to buy three cartons of 
eggs, each containing a dozen eggs, at Rs79 
per carton. You can find the total number of 
eggs purchased (3 cartons times 12 eggs per 
carton = 36 eggs) and the cost of the eggs ( 3 x 
79 = Rs237)

Ï

Assessment

· Assign following questions to the students to 
solve in their notebooks as individual work.

o 34520 x 231 , 54398 x 765 , 54329 x 768

o Raja bought 436 boxes of chocolates. There 
were 91 chocolates in each box. How many 
chocolates did Raja buy?

o I have 4005 coins. A coin weighs 35 grams. 
What is the total weight of my coins?

o A factory makes 31700 rubber bands every 
hour. How many rubber bands will the factory 
make in 114 hours?

· After completing their work students will 
swap their copies for peer checking.

Following questions will be given as homework.

· A potato farm sold 44,380 bags of potatoes in 
a year. There were 57kg  potatoes in each bag. 
How many kg potatoes did the farm sell?

· A thread factory puts 150 meters of thread on 
each spool. How many meters of thread will 
the factory need to make to fill 23,550 
spools??

y
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333
UNIT

Students’ Learning Outcomes

Information for Teachers

Division

· Students know the division of 3 digits with 1 
digit number.

· Make students understand that use of times 
tables is most important factor in division 
process.

· Divisor: The number by which we divide.

· Dividend: The number which is to be divided

· Quotient: The factor obtained in division 
process.

· Remainder: If values do not divide completely, 
the left over.

· Long division method is to be used in this 
lesson.

· Real life application of division should be 
extracted from students by guiding them with 
examples.

· While teaching the lesson, also consult 
textbook at all steps where and when 
applicable

80 Minutes/Periods 2
Numbers and

Number Operations

· Divide numbers up to 4 digits by numbers 
up to 2 digits.

· Solve real life problems involving division.

iÏŠnÜ
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Introduction

· Tell students that dividing whole numbers is 
the opposite of multiplying whole numbers.

· It is the process by which we try to find out 
how many times a number (divisor) is 
contained in another number (dividend).

· Elicit previous knowledge of division through 
following example. Involve students in 
explaining step.

Development

Activity 1 1

· Write  and solve an example of division 
of 4-digit number by 2-digit number on 
the board 

· Involve students by asking the reason 
before going to each step.

Material / Resources 

Sheets of paper. paper slips with questions. 
chart paper.

yÏZ°ZŠÐ„ÔZzg„Æ 2 yÏZ°ZŠÃ 4 ¥ÃCbžW`ë 0

¿»gzi%{i0Ï~Z:t7³ÐX

· Tell students that today we will learn division 
of 4-digit number by 2-digit number and 
application of division in the real life.

462
-3

3

15

16
-15

1

4623

1

462
-3

3

1

16

462
-3

3

1

1

462
-3

3

15

16
-15

12

462
-3

3

154

16
-15

12
-12

0

yÏ°ŠÐ„ÅZqVwi 2 yÏ°ŠÅ 4 1ge6 0

ÙX

¥ÐCÙ%³6YäÐ¬ÔQmzz7b™�áï 0

™,X
364547

»½ÅÔÅ 6jVÎZweĝÄ 6jVÔ

¥ÃCžåZ°ZŠÅ„ÔåZ°ZŠÅ¢[»Q«ìX 0

tZqZ(¿ìTÆfg)ë¥x™D�žZq°Š)¬x 0

ZD(Šzu}°Š)¬x(~X!gW@ìX

Šg`sVwÅæŠÐ¥Å‚—zZ/ŠCÙZXCÙ%µÅ 0

zŸ|~¥Ã�áï™,X

Š
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· The first two digits of the dividend (36). 
The number 36 is less than 47 so it can't 
be divided by 47 to produce a whole 
number. So take the first three digits of 
the dividend (364) The number 365 
contains seven 47's (7x47=329).Place 7 
as quotient.

·  Borrow 5 from 3645 and place it to the 
right of the 35. So the number 355 will 
get. 

· Divide 355 by 47 Like did in the previous 
step, and write the resultant factor in 
the quotient

· The number 26 is smaller than 47 and no 
further division of whole numbers is 
possible  so we call it "remainder" 

ÐgNì 47 »°Š 36 �Ô 36 ¬xÆ¬ŠzyÐ 0

Ð„Ð™äÐå°ŠqÝ7ƒÇX®Z 47®Z

~‚]Ši 364 ¬xÆ¬&yÐ³X°Š

qÝ¬xÆîg6Zzg 7(7x47=329 W@ì) 47

Ã¬xÆnsZzģ&™,X 329

Æˆs 35 ZŠJg³Zzg 5~3645 0

Ð„™,Ô6žÔ%µ~Hå 47Ã 355 Z[ 0

ZzgbÌ¢!Ã¬qÝ„Æ‚B‘X

· Leave the division on the board and let 
students understand that long division 
has same steps even for larger numbers( 
only steps of division increases).

· Write a few more examples on the board 
and call volunteer students to solve on 
the board.

· After solving examples on the board, 
pair up the students and refer them to 
textbook exercise.

· Observe their work and guide them 
where necessary.

364547
-329

7

35

364547
-329

7

355

26

364547
-329

77

355
-329

qÝƒÇX 355 Zk§b�
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Activity 1 1

· Share following problems with the 
students / either by writing on board or 
on a chart paper. Pair up the students 
and ask them to read and discuss the 
word statements and prepare the 
solution.

o Saqib's income is Rs 96,000 per year 
.How much money does he make in 
month?

o How many hours are there in 660 
minutes?

o How many meters are there in 550 
centimeters?

o The total collection by selling a fun fair 
tickets Rs 6450. Each ticket costs Rs.15. 
How many people purchased a ticket?

o 140 students go to see a play in a theater. 
The theater has 7 seats in each row. How 
many rows of seats do the students 
need?

· After allocated time (10 min) ask 
volunteer  pairs  to  share their  
understanding of the word statement by 
solving on the board.

· Add your input if needed.

· After completion of the solutions and 
discussion, divide students in groups. 

· Assign each group 5 selected word 
statements from Textbook ( or make 
yourself)

· After completing their work groups will 
swap their notebooks for the peer 
checking, and this practice will expand 
their exposure.
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 Give following questions as individual work.
1.) A hockey match Rs13,166 worth of tickets 

were sold. If each ticket costs Rs29, how many 
tickets were sold?

2.) Busses are needs to take 5,760 people from 
one city to other. One bus can take 90 
passengers on trip. How many busses are 
needed for all the passengers?

3.) Divide the following.

Sum up / Conclusion

Conclude lesson with the following points;

· Long division method follows the same steps 

even for the larger numbers.

· Division is involved in real life practices, give 

following examples.

o The ancient human also used to divide and 

share even without knowing it.

o When it come to distribution of resources to 

provinces, cites, such as when it come to 

division of water , electricity , gas reservoirs

o It's all about division – giving equal share with 

or without remainder!

Assessment

200050

182525

182525

319058

90050

455997
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Give following questions to do in their notebooks.
· A printing press needs to send 18,267 

question papers to a university. The printing 
company can fit 48 question papers in each 
box. How many boxes are needed to send all 
question papers and how many questions 
papers are there in the last box?

· The board of education has Rs 255,850 to buy 
new calculators. If each calculator costs 
Rs480, how many calculators can the board 
buy??

Follow up 
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